The accuracy of perception of a pinch grip force in older adults.
The fact that humans can execute accurate movements and generate precise muscle forces is very important for hand function. Target-tracking tasks or target-matching tasks are often executed under combined visual and somatosensory feedback. When visual feedback is removed, subjects have to depend on their perception of force. The objective of the present study was to estimate the effects of aging on the perception of a pinch force produced by the thumb and index finger. In a first set of trials, young (n = 12, age = 25.3 +/- 2.4 years) and elderly (n = 12, age = 71.5 +/- 3.3 years) healthy individuals were asked to reproduce pinch forces which were equivalent to 5%, 20%, and 40% of their maximal pinch force (MPF). Prior to the execution of these trials, the subjects were familiarized with the force levels by matching targets displayed on a screen. They were then asked to reproduce each of these forces without any visual or verbal feedback. The results showed a larger error in the reproduced force for the elderly subjects when compared with the young adults. However, this larger error was mainly due to an initial overshoot in the force to be reproduced, followed by a gradual decrease towards the appropriate force. This transient overshoot was rarely seen in the performance of the younger subjects. In a second set of trials, the same subjects were asked to produce a pinch force of 5%, 20%, and 40% of MPF with 1 hand using visual feedback. They were also instructed to simultaneously apply a comparable pinch force with the other hand (without any feedback). For both young and older adults, the pinch forces produced by the 2 hands were the same. In addition, in both blocks of trials, hand dominance had no effects on the performance for all subjects. These results suggest that normal aging affects the production of force based on sensorimotor memory rather more than it affects comparative outputs from central descending commands.